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The heart and soul of Thundering Herd athletics
How Art & Joan Weisberg have ensured
the future of the engineering program

Marshall
Philanthropists Art & Joan Weisberg and the
complex named in their honor – the Arthur
Weisberg Family Engineering Laboratories.
Photo by Steve Payne.
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Meet philanthropists Art & Joan Weisberg
whose generosity is ensuring the future of
the university’s engineering program.
Our list of the football program’s Top 25
Milestones from the past 25 years. See
if you agree with our selections.
Remembering Johnathan Goddard, who
was a ferocious competitor on the field
and a soft-spoken father off the field.
The Marshall University cheerleaders are
student-athletes who are the heart and
soul behind the school’s athletic programs.
The Marshall University Jazz Festival
plans to mark its 40th Anniversary in
style with a week-long celebration.
Students from the School of Medicine
volunteer to share their time and talent
with the people of Honduras.
Meet Tish Chafin, a respected attorney
who is helping the university grow through
her work on the Board of Governors.
Marshall’s First Year Program is a unique
approach to helping freshman students
transition from high school to college.
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p r e s i d e n t
President
STEPHEN J. KOPP
According to recent national survey
findings, high school seniors have
acknowledged that the most important
factor in making their decision about
which college or university to attend is
the quality of the academic facilities avail-
able in their contemplated major. Not
surprisingly, universities that offer well-
resourced, state-of-the-art facilities and
that provide distinctive, value-added edu-
cational experiences are in high demand.
At Marshall University, we are work-
ing diligently and proactively to advance
the University’s competitiveness with
respect to the quality and caliber of the
academic facilities available to our stu-
dents. Even though much work remains,
we have made considerable progress.
Noteworthy among these accomplish-
ments has been the construction of
the new Arthur Weisberg Family
Engineering Laboratories building.
Thanks to the incredible support
provided by Art and Joan Weisberg of
Huntington, students from our region
and beyond, who have decided to pursue
engineering as their college major, can
now earn their Bachelor of Science
degree in Engineering (B.S.E.) at
Marshall University. This new facility
offers our students the opportunity
to study and learn in modern, well-
equipped laboratories designed for a 21st
Century engineering education.
Since May 2006, the Weisbergs have
contributed $5 million in support of
Marshall’s Division of Engineering and
Computer Science. Their generous gift
has largely underwritten the construction
of the new $4.2 million engineering lab
building, appropriately named the
“Arthur Weisberg Family Engineering
Laboratories.”
The magnificent 16,000-square-foot
building located on our Huntington cam-
pus across 3rd Avenue from Smith Hall
was dedicated on August 16, 2008 in a
ceremony honoring Art and Joan, owners
of State Electric Supply Company in
Huntington. It was indeed a privilege to
join with a very large crowd of friends
and colleagues, along with 20 members
of the Weisberg family, to pay tribute to
this amazing couple.
As we grow our engineering program,
it is clear that we would not be where we
are today without the tremendous gen-
erosity of Art and Joan. Their most
recent involvement and support was the
singular factor in our ability to move for-
ward on construction and development
of the facility named in their honor. This
building was completed just 2½ years
after our Board of Governors unani-
mously approved the start-up of the new
B.S.E. degree program at Marshall. That
decision signaled the long-awaited rebirth
of a 4-year undergraduate engineering
program at Marshall University.
The addition of this new facility and
the other capital improvements that have
been completed during the last three
years or so are transforming Marshall
University into a destination campus that
is attracting more and more students.
The evidence already is clear that the new
engineering major is a significant attrac-
tion to entering students. This fall’s
enrollment of 140 engineering students
at Marshall is nearly double the 77
students enrolled in fall 2005 – before
approval of the B.S.E. degree. Since
fall 2004, enrollment in our College
of Informat ion Technology and
Engineering (CITE) has increased from
142 to 310 students.
Yes, quality academic facilities do
matter because they are the most crucial
Art & Joan Weisberg ensure the
future of engineering program
decision point in the choice of a universi-
ty for many of today’s students. The more
visible and robust the opportunities are
at Marshall University that potential
students can see and experience, the
more likely they are to choose to pursue
their college education here.
Art and Joan Weisberg long ago recog-
nized the importance of engineering edu-
cation and developing an educated and
adaptive workforce in Huntington and
throughout West Virginia. This philoso-
phy was embraced by Art when he began
to experience firsthand that engineering
is a very versatile form of education that
contributes significantly to advancing
personal opportunity and innovation in
our society. He has affirmed the benefits
of his college education again and again
throughout his lifetime as he has transi-
tioned from engineer to enterprising
entrepreneur and philanthropist.
Thank you, Art and Joan Weisberg,
for your vision and your support. The
entire Marshall University Community
expresses our eternal gratitude to both
of you.
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oodness knows Art Weisberg and his wife Joan have made something in this life. And goodness knows, too, that
they’ve generously shared the fruits of that success.
“Art and Joan Weisberg have been wonderful supporters of Marshall University for years,” says Marshall
President Stephen J. Kopp. Now, Marshall has recognized that support by naming the Arthur Weisberg Family Engineering
Laboratories in their honor. The new $3.6 million building is welcoming its first students this fall.
Weisberg is the founder and chairman of State Electric Supply Co. Headquartered in Huntington, the company is a
major retail/wholesale distributor of electrical and electronic supplies, with showrooms and warehouses in five states.
Flashing his trademark grin, Weisberg likes to describe himself as “the luckiest guy in the world.” But you don’t build a
business as enormously successful as Weisberg’s by relying on Lady Luck. Doing so demands intelligence, ambition,
determination and hard work.
Lots of hard work.
c o v e r s t o r y
Article by James E. Casto | Photos by Rick Haye
G
A Bright Light
Art & Joan Weisberg
found great success in the
electric supply business and
are now sharing their good
fortune with Marshall to
fund a new engineering
laboratory on campus
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Opposite Page: Provost Sarah Denman and President Stephen J. Kopp present Joan Weisberg with an Honorary Doctorate degree
during commencement ceremonies in May. Above: Art & Joan Weisberg have been married for 51 years.
Art Weisberg, founder and chairman of State Electric Supply Co., and his wife Joan at a ceremony in August
where the Arthur Weisberg Family Engineering Laboratories building (located on Third Avenue across the street
from Smith Hall) was dedicated to honor their countless contributions to Marshall University.
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Hard work is something Weisberg learned about at an
early age in his native Brooklyn. He lost his father when he
was only two years old and his mother had to struggle to
support herself and her two young sons through the Great
Depression years. As soon as he was old enough, Art
pitched in to help by shining shoes, selling newspapers
and taking whatever odd jobs he could find.
His interest in electricity took root early. At age six, he
decided to rewire a lamp – and in the process shorted out
the entire electrical system in the family’s apartment.
After serving in the Army in Europe during World War
II, Weisberg used the G.I. Bill to earn a Bachelor of
Science degree in electrical engineering from New York’s
City College. He then moved to West Virginia and in
1952, with a bankroll of $2,500, he started a one-man elec-
trical supply business, calling on small grocery and hard-
ware stores and selling light bulbs, extension cords and
fuses from the back of his pickup truck.
Today, State Electric Supply has 41 branch locations
spread across West Virginia, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and
North Carolina. In 1968, Art and Joan Weisberg estab-
lished a specialty wire fabrication company called Service
Wire Co. that now has industrial customers throughout
the world. Combined, State Electric and Service Wire have
850 employees in eight states. Joan, who earned her
Bachelor of Science degree from The Ohio State
University, is also owner and manager of Twelve-O-Six
Virginia Inc., a real estate holding company.
“To me, Art is the textbook entrepreneur,” says
Clarence Martin, State Electric’s chief executive officer
who has worked with the Weisbergs for 35 years. “He has
vision, and he embraces change at every opportunity. He
built this business from nothing, and that’s a tribute to his
creativity and his entrepreneurial spirit. Joan’s not only
been a supporter, but a contributor to their success. She is
a pillar of strength.”
Art and Joan frequently have been honored for their
creativity, vision, entrepreneurial spirit and philanthropy.
Art received the Charles D. Scott Distinguished Career
Award in 1994 for service to the American wire industry,
was named “Citizen of the Year” by The Herald-Dispatch
in 1995 and was inducted into the City of Huntington
Wall of Fame in 1995. Together, Art and Joan were elect-
ed West Virginia Area Master Entrepreneurs of the Year in
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President Stephen J. Kopp and former Provost Sarah Denman
present Art Weisberg with an honorary doctorate degree in May.
Art and Joan Weisberg are partners in several businesses and
have received numerous awards for their philanthropy.
PHOTO BY ANNETTE POLAN
1998 and were elected to the Marshall University Business
Hall of Fame in 1996.
Over the years the Weisbergs have generously shared
their success by serving on a long list of community boards
and generously aiding an equally lengthy list of causes.
Their philanthropy also extends to their religious lives
as shown by their generous gifts and leadership in
Jewish Federated Charities, Israel Bonds and local congre-
gational causes.
“Joan and Art are very active in both the Huntington
and Charleston Jewish communities – certainly in terms of
their philanthropy, but also through their extensive
personal involvement,” says Dr. Lynne Mayer, resident
development consultant at Marshall and a longtime friend
of the Weisbergs.
“They do much to promote the arts and culture, which
they recognize as essential elements of education and
crucial components in the life of the community. Their
support of higher education, which is most obvious
through their generosity to Marshall, extends to the State
of Israel, where they are recognized for giving from the
heart to educate professionals at Technion–Israel Institute
of Technology in Haifa. And they have also generously
supported the personal needs of the troops of the Israel
Defense Forces, and encouraged others to do likewise.”
At Marshall, the couple established the Arthur and
Joan Meyer Weisberg Chairs in Software Engineering
in 1992.
In 2006, Marshall announced a gift from the Weisbergs
of $2.5 million in support of the Division of Engineering
and Computer Science in the College of Information
Technology and Engineering (CITE). In recognition of
their gift, the division was named the Arthur and Joan
Weisberg Division of Engineering and Computer Science.
During theMay 2008Commencement, Art and Joan each
were awarded honorary degrees of Doctor of Humane Letters.
In 2007, the Weisbergs quietly increased their commit-
ment to engineering at Marshall by expanding their
2006 pledge to $5 million. Part of this gift has gone to
construction of the new engineering facility and the
remainder will go into a quasi-endowment for the
Weisberg Division to provide support for future needs of
the program.
“It’s to honor this incredible commitment that the new
engineering laboratories have been named the Arthur
Weisberg Family Engineering Laboratories,” says President
Kopp. “Without Art and Joan Weisberg, we would not be
where we are today. Their longstanding involvement and
support for engineering at Marshall has been crucial to
its success. Their most recent gift has been one of the
most important factors in our ability to move forward on
the construction and development of the new engineering
laboratories.”
Dr. Betsy Dulin, dean of MU’s College of Information
Technology and Engineering (CITE), praises Art Weisberg
for being generous not just with his dollars, but also his
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time. “He’s never hesitated when we’ve asked him to come
help us,” she says.
State Electric’s Clarence Martin says the Weisbergs’
generosity to Marshall is part of their strong commitment
to education.
“They place a huge emphasis on education,” he says.
“We’ve utilized a number of Marshall students as interns,
and hired a number of Marshall students as well. We have
a tuition reimbursement program for our employees, no
matter where they are, and a scholarship program for
children of our employees.”
As for Art Weisberg himself, he says the reason for his
willingness to help Marshall and its engineering program
is simple. As the need for engineers grows, so does the
importance of educating them locally.
“Ten years ago,” says Weisberg, “we didn’t have any
engineers working for us (at State Electric). We have eight
now, and they are very valuable. None of them went to
Marshall. To keep bringing people in is very difficult. We
have local talent here; we can’t sell ourselves short. Unless
we have engineers (in Huntington), the standard of living
is going to drop. … If we are going to keep up in the future,
we have to be technologically smart. Marshall is the vehi-
cle we are going to use.”
Engineering has a long and proud history at Marshall
University, and now an exciting new chapter in that histo-
ry is unfolding at the university’s new $3.6 million Arthur
Weisberg Family Engineering Laboratories.
In 2006, the Marshall Board of Governors took a bold
step when it revived the school’s long-dormant four-year
engineering program.With student interest and enrollment
running high, the revived program’s biggest stumbling
block quickly became a shortage of adequate laboratory
space. Now that problem has been resolved by construction
of the first building in what the university envisions as a
major engineering and applied technology complex.
Marshall Engineering
Program Gets New High-
Tech Laboratories
Marshall President Stephen J. Kopp calls the new
engineering laboratories “a tremendous milestone in the
history of the university.”
“As we pursue enrollment growth and program accred-
itation, modern facilities do matter,” President Kopp says.
“Nationally, the foremost determinant for students in
choosing the university they will attend is the facilities
available within the areas of study that interest them. By
focusing on our foremost priorities, Marshall has experi-
enced unprecedented progress in terms of new building
construction and facility renovations that are transforming
the Huntington campus into a distinctive, destination
campus that better serves our students and programs.”
The new labs represent the realization of a long-time
dream by those who yearned for the day that engineering
again would be a four-year program at Marshall.
“These are exciting – and busy – times for us,” says
Dr. Betsy Dulin, who took over as dean of MU’s College of
Information Technology and Engineering (CITE) on June 1.
This is a return to familiar surroundings for Dulin, who
is both a civil engineer and an attorney. She served as CITE
dean from 2002 to 2006 before leaving academia to prac-
tice law with a Charleston firm. During her previous nine
years at Marshall, she had served as an engineering faculty
member, department chairperson, associate dean and ulti-
mately as dean. Now she’s again back as dean.
She takes over a program that’s literally been reborn.
Marshall offered a four-year, accredited undergraduate
engineering degree until 1971, when the program was dis-
continued to reflect state mandates and priorities at that
time. However, Marshall retained a freshman/sophomore
program and later acquired a graduate engineering program
through its merger with the West Virginia Graduate College
in 1997. With the creation of the College of Information
Technology and Engineering in 1998, those programs
became stronger and began to attract additional students.
The addition of an undergraduate computer science
degree in 2004 reinforced Marshall’s commitment to engi-
neering and related technology programs. President Kopp
sees the 2006 decision by the Board of Governors to rein-
state the school’s four-year engineering degree as “a logical
manifestation of this commitment.”
Initially, Marshall is offering a four-year degree in gener-
al engineering, with an emphasis on civil engineering, the
kind usually associated with building roads, sewer systems
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and water lines. Other areas of emphasis – electrical,
mechanical, chemical and others – will be offered as
resources and student demand allow.
Currently, the College of Information Technology and
Engineering has three undergraduate and five graduate
programs. Classes are offered on the Huntington campus
and at the Marshall University Graduate College in South
Charleston.
Now, MU’s reborn engineering program has taken a
giant step forward with construction of the new Arthur
Weisberg Family Engineering Laboratories. Located
across from Smith Hall on 3rd Avenue, the lab building
sits on what used to be a parking lot. A 16,000-square-foot
structure, it’s just west of the Robert C. Byrd Biotechnology
Science Center. The location is not coincidental, Dulin says,
as it’s hoped there will be considerable interaction between
the students and faculty housed in the two structures.
The new building houses a high-tech classroom, three
faculty offices and four designated labs – environmental,
materials, structures and geomatics. Also included is a
lounge area where students can congregate and prepare
their lab reports.
James E. Casto is Associate Director for Public Information at the
Robert C. Byrd Institute for Advanced Flexible Manufacturing (RCBI).
Left: A rendering by GRW architects shows students walking
through the new Arthur Weisberg Family Engineering
Laboratories. Below: The exterior of the Arthur Weisberg Family
Engineering Laboratories.
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Perhaps nothing is more enjoyable to sports enthusiasts than compiling lists – lists of the best players, coaches, games,
you name it. Of course these lists are always open to interpretation, which makes them all the more fun to debate. With the
Thundering Herd football season in full swing, the editors at theMarshall Magazine decided to come up with our list of the
program’s Top 25 Milestones from the past 25 years. And while you may not agree with some of our picks, we hope you will
have some fun talking this over with other Marshall fans or hashing it out on the message boards at www.HerdNation.com.
25. In 1984, Head Coach Stan Parrish leads the
Thundering Herd to its first winning season in 20 years.
The Herd goes on to post 19 straight winning seasons.
24.Marshall hires George Chaump as its new head coach
in 1986. Chaump was previously the quarterback coach at
Ohio State under legendary head coach Woody Hayes.
23. In 1987, Marshall defeats Louisville 34-31 as quarter-
back Tony Petersen throws a last-second Hail Mary pass to
wide receiver Keith Baxter in the end zone.
22. On Nov. 2, 2002, quarterback Byron Leftwich leaves
the game with a fractured leg. Despite being in tremen-
dous pain, he returns with a noticeable limp. Teammates
then begin to carry the Heisman hopeful down the field as
he tries to rally the Herd to a come-from-behind victory
over Akron. The image of Leftwich being carried by his
teammates garners national attention.
As chosen by the Editors
Marshall Football’s
Top 25Milest
from the Past 25 Years
16
19
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21. In 1987, stars Tony Petersen, Sean Doctor and Mike
Barber lead the Thundering Herd to the NCAA I-AA
National Championship game in Pocatello, Idaho, where
it loses a nail biter to Northeast Louisiana, 43-42.
20. On Sept. 7, 1991, the new Marshall University
stadium opens to a sold-out crowd of 33,116 as the Herd
squeezes out a victory over New Hampshire, 24-23.
19. In 1990, MU hires Jim Donnan, who leads the
Thundering Herd to four national championship appear-
ances (1991, 1992, 1993, 1995) before accepting the Head
coaching job at the University of Georgia.
18. Following a decade of dominance at the I-AA level,
Marshall University jumps up to NCAA Division I-A
competition in 1997 and is invited to rejoin the MAC
(Mid-American Conference).
17. In 1996, MU hires former Thundering Herd player
and University of Florida defensive coordinator Bob Pruett
as its new head coach.
16. In 1996, Randy Moss – the most gifted football
player of his generation, according to Sports Illustrated –
transfers to Marshall from Florida State.
15. First-year head coach Bobby Pruett leads MU to its
first undefeated season in decades as the Thundering Herd
defeats Montana, 49-29, to win its second NCAA-IAA
National Championship.
14. Marshall and WVU renew their football rivalry in
1997 as the Herd fails to hang on to a fourth-quarter lead
and falls to the Mountaineers, 42-31. Nine years later, West
Virginia Gov. Joe Manchin brokers a multi-game series
between the two schools beginning in 2006.
20
ones
15
14
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13. During the 1997 season, sophomore Randy Moss
breaks a slew of NCAA receiving records and is invited to
the Heisman Trophy ceremony in New York City.
12. Marshall wins the conference title in its first season
in the MAC before going to its first bowl game in 50 years.
The Herd goes on to dominate the MAC, winning five
conference titles in six years.
11. The Thundering Herd football program takes anoth-
er step forward and joins Conference USA in 2005.
10. Marshall opens the 1999 season with a thrilling
come-from-behind 13-10 win at Clemson’s infamous
Death Valley.
9. Beloved head coach Bob Pruett retires suddenly in
2004 and the university taps former Herd star and Ohio
State Defensive Coordinator Mark Snyder to lead the
program into Conference USA competition.
8. Chad Pennington breaks nearly all of Marshall’s pass-
ing records in 1999 and is invited to the Heisman Trophy
ceremony in New York City.
7
8
6
PHOTO BY GREG PERRY
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE HERALD-DISPATCH
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3. Quarterback Chad Pennington and running back
Doug Chapman lead MU to an undefeated season in 1999
as the Herd goes 13-0 and finishes the year as the #10
ranked team in the nation.
2. Led by stars Michael Peyton and Troy Brown, Marshall
defeats Youngstown State 31-28 and wins the 1992 NCAA-
IAA National Championship. The game was won in
dramatic fashion as walk-on player Willy Merrick kicked
the game-winning field goal (the first of his life) with time
running out on the clock.
1. The motion picture “We Are Marshall” is released
nationwide on Dec. 22, 2006. The Warner Bros. film
brings world-wide attention to the story of the university’s
rise from the ashes of the 1970 plane crash and is hailed by
Sports Illustrated as the best sports movie of the year.
4 2
1 PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROS.
7. On Sept. 20, 2003, Marshall travels to Manhattan,
Kansas and knocks off #6 ranked Kansas State in a
thrilling upset, 27-20.
6. Heisman Trophy candidate Byron Leftwich leads
Marshall to an amazing come-from-behind, double over-
time win in the 2002 GMAC Bowl in Mobile, Alabama.
The final score of 64-61 was the most points ever scored in
a bowl game.
5. From 1996 - 2007, more than a dozen Marshall players
are drafted into the NFL, including Randy Moss, Chad
Pennington and Byron Leftwich, who are all taken in the
first round.
4. Marshall University becomes the winningest Division I
football program of the 1990s, edging out Florida State.
Remembering a quiet football All-American
Johnathan God
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i n m e m o r y
“I still can’t believe it happened,” said former Marshall
teammate Jamus Martin on the passing of former
Thundering Herd All-American defensive end Johnathan
Goddard. “For the first couple of days, I cried. He wasn’t
just another guy on the team. He was one of a kind.”
Goddard, 27, died early Sunday morning, June 15 at
Shands Medical Center in Jacksonville, Fla., due to head
injuries sustained the night before in a motorcycle accident
in Clay County, Fla.
To most he was a quiet student with a learning disabili-
ty and an explosive play-making athlete.
Dan Disch, his former coach at Ed White High School
in Jacksonville, and Bill Wilt, Marshall’s former defensive
line coach and defensive coordinator, categorize Johnathan
as one of their favorite players and one that simply could
not be contained in a one-on-one match-up on the field.
“When Ed (Zaunbrecher, former Marshall recruiting
coordinator) brought in his tape, it was a no-brainer to get
him enrolled at Marshall,” said Wilt of Goddard, who
chose to attend the school as a non-qualifier. Due to
academic issues, Goddard was not be allowed to play for
the university during his freshman year.
Though his performance on the field during his junior
year would garner attention, teammate Jamus Martin
received most of the accolades. It was Goddard’s perform-
ance during the spring practices between his junior and
senior seasons that defined his future role in Wilt’s
defense at Marshall.
“He understood the value of doing a drill to make
himself a better player,” said Wilt. “He went through a
maturing process. He studied film during the off-season to
prepare himself to be a playmaker.
“His preparation won us the Kansas State game and
kept us in the Ohio State game. He is as good as any
player to ever play that position.”
“He was a silent leader, but an energizing player for his
teammates,” Wilt adds. “He was harder on himself grading
his performance than I was.”
“He had a goal,” Jamus Martin said. “He worked
extremely hard to be where he wanted to be. He led by
example. He didn’t have to say anything. He out-worked
me and a lot of other people.”
Despite his volatile actions on the field, there was a
definite softness that he shared with those close to him.
The ferocious player that recorded four quarterback sacks
against Miami (OH) and Ohio, ran back fumbles of 84 and
27 yards for touchdowns against Kansas State and Ohio
State, respectively, and in his senior year led the nation
with 16 sacks and 28.5 tackles for loss was considered a
“momma’s boy” by friends and family.
“He was a quiet, but a lovable guy,” said former
Marshall teammate and roommate Wilbur Hargrove. “Off
the field he was a little quiet, but there were many times he
was real playful and liked to play a lot of jokes on me.
Article by Randy Snyder
PHOTO BY ED DAWSON
d dard
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“He always encouraged me to bring
out the wild side. He tried to get me to
pierce my ear and get a tattoo.”
Hargrove did eventually get the tattoo.
Among the several tattoos that
adorned Johnathan’s body were an
image of praying hands on his right
shou lde r w i th the word s f rom
Philippians 4:13 of the Bible inscribed
above. On his left shoulder he proudly wore an image of a
Bible with the word “GRANDMA” inscribed on the left
side of the open book and the dates of her birth and death
inked in on the right.
Kathi Goddard agrees that her son, who was born on
Mother’s Day, May 11, 1981, and died on Father’s Day, was
somewhat of a momma’s boy. His father served in the
Navy and was often out at sea. She says Johnathan, the
eldest of five kids, learned to help out and be the leader
among his siblings.
“He called me every day. He never missed a day of
calling,” Kathi said. “Even when he was in the pros, he
would tell folks, ‘I have to call my mom to see if I have any
money.’” She said she handled all of his finances and even
paid his rent for him.
According to Kathi, one of the financial responsibilities
he shared was assisting a friend of his, a single father, in
purchasing baseball equipment for the friend’s son.
“He was always quiet,” says his mother. “He never felt
like he had achieved anything. He felt he had so much
more to achieve. He downplayed everything.”
In fact, Johnathan locked himself in his room while his
frustrated family hosted an NFL Draft party. He didn’t
emerge from the room until after he had been selected in
1981 - 2008
the sixth round by the Detroit Lions. By then, most of the
more than 70 people had left.
Kathi says the outpouring of support from the Marshall
fans has helped in the dealing with the loss. As of July 17,
Marshall supporters had raised $10,000 to cover the
$13,000 in funeral expenses.
“It’s unbelievable and it really takes you back,” said his
mother of the support. “The money and the encouraging
words people said about him on the message boards helps
get you through a time like this.
“Maybe it’s because people went through the (1970)
tragedy and want to reach out to people who have
suffered loss.”
Johnathan is survived by his parents, Johnnie and
Kathryn Goddard; his fiance, Amy Rinehart; his four chil-
dren, Johnathan Jr., Zachary, Baylee and Zoe; his brother,
Thomas Goddard; and his sisters, Angela, Kimberly
and Brittani.
Randy Snyder is a freelance writer living in Huntington, W.Va.
Above: Johnathan Goddard’s forced turnovers were one of the
reasons he was so exciting to watch play for the Thundering
Herd. Opposite Page: Johnathan Goddard with his daughters,
Baylee and Zoe, after a game.
PHOTO BY RICK HAYE
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Somerville & Company, P.L.L.C.
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Some of the Marshall cheerleaders gather with Marco at center court of the Cam Henderson Center.
Marshall’s
Ambassadors
s p i r i t
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arshall’s cheerleaders take the cheer “We Are ...
Marshall” a step further. They prefer, “We Are ...
Marshall and we want you to be Marshall, too.”
The Thundering Herd cheerleaders have become
tremendous ambassadors for the university. That likely
never was more evident than in April, when the squad
finished fourth nationally in the National Cheerleaders
Association competition at the Ocean Center in Daytona
Beach, Fla. While cheerleaders from some other schools
played in the Atlantic or lounged on the beach, the
Marshall squad told anyone and everyone about
their university.
Marshall’s cheerleaders mingled with tourists on the
boardwalk, played with kids on the beach and talked up
MU all over Daytona Beach.
“I’m so proud of them,” Marshall cheerleading head
coach Donna Dunn said. “Every minute they were there
they were being Marshall University cheerleaders. They
talked to little girls who saw them in their uniforms. They
played with little kids. They talked to people vacationing
down there. They were the best ambassadors for the school
that they could possibly be.”
Being ambassadors for Marshall is as much Dunn’s goal
for her student-athletes as anything. She sees the squad’s
duty as promoting Marshall, whether in the
confines of Joan C. Edwards Stadium or Cam Henderson
Center or on a stretch of sandy beach 800 miles from home.
Meet the student-athletes
who are the heart and soul
of the sports programs and
see why they are some of the
best ambassadors for both
athletics and academics at
Marshall University.
M
Thundering Herd Cheerleaders
Article by Tim Stephens
Photos by Rick Lee & Rick Haye
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Dunn reminds her cheerleaders that they represent
Marshall University at all times. Dunn said she is thrilled
that her squad represented the green and white so well at the
national competition.
“Finishing fourth was wonderful,” Dunn said. “We
thought, though, we were going to come home with the title.
It was very exciting. We have a good group that
definitely was focused on winning.”
Marshall participated in the co-ed intermediate divi-
sion. Central Oklahoma won the title with a score of
8.338. Army finished second with 8.256 points. Oral
Roberts with 8.097 points, Marshall with 7.955 and
Indiana State with 7.815 rounded out the top five in the
14-team event.
The Herd expected to win and in Dunn’s eyes, it did.
Marshall stood third after the preliminaries, despite having
two cheerleaders dropped during routines. No other squad
in the top five had drops, but neither did any other squad
perform a routine as difficult as was Marshall’s.
“Everybody else hit their stunts and the next day we hit
ours, too,” Dunn said. “Our difficulty level was better than
everyone else’s. We had one girl matched with one guy,
while others had three or four guys matched with one girl
at the base. That’s where I thought we had an advantage.”
The cheerleaders had their hopes up as the announcer
listed the results of the top 10. With each name that
passed, Dunn became more confident. After Indiana
State was announced as fifth, there was a long pause
before he said, “from Huntington, West Virginia,
Marshall University.”
Fourth, certainly impressive, wasn’t what Dunn had
hoped the Herd would achieve. It was, however, higher
than any Marshall squad ever had finished. Marshall had
competed at the national level four times and never placed
higher than 11th, which it achieved in 2003.
The fourth-place finish was a result of months of hard
work and dedication, not only by the cheerleaders but by
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Marshall’s fans, who raised money to send the
Herd to the competition. Marshall gained a free
bid by winning a championship at summer camp
at the University of Louisville, meaning its entry
fee was paid and hotel rooms were secured.
Travel expenses, though, had to be raised and
Marshall’s fans came through.
“We want to thank the people who donated,”
Dunn said. “We couldn’t have done it without
them. Our fans made this possible.”
At the beginning of the season, Dunn wasn’t
so sure she had one of the top four teams in the
country. Neither were some of her cheerleaders.
Injuries had taken their toll and cohesiveness
was a concern. Lindsay Pierce suffered a concus-
sion and a few cheerleaders left the squad to
concentrate on academics.
“We really needed to come together as a
unit,” said Allen Jordan, a cheerleader and veter-
an of the Iraq war. “We didn’t need to be going
different directions.”
Come together the squad did, rallying behind
Dunn and captains Stephanie Perry and Chad
Greenhill.
“Stephanie is a true leader,” Dunn said.
“When she graduates, I don’t know if we can
find anybody to replace her. She’s just wonder-
ful. Chad, our male captain, is an unbelievable kid. He is
so good.
“We came a long way. We had the injuries and other
things happen, but our kids prevailed and didn’t let
anything get them down. We never lost the will to win.”
Other members of the squad include Josh Berry,
Charlie Betts, Emily Childers, Kayla Davis, Micaela Davis,
Erin Dickson, Josie Eagle, Hali Eplin, Carrie Ferguson,
Mirah Gillispie, Adam Hall, Isaiah Hayes, Sara Holsinger,
Megan Kelly, Candice Michael, Lindsay Pierce, Shane
Strafford, Kelsey Waybright and Damien Williams.
Dunn’s assistant coaches are Duane Nutt, Richie Singer
and Chris Furman.
Dunn, who has coached MU’s cheerleaders for 20 years,
said her pride in her cheerleaders never has been higher.
Opposite page top: Marshall Mascot, Marco
energizes the crowd at a Thundering Herd basketball
game. Opposite page bottom: Marshall Cheerleaders
perform at mid-court of the Henderson Center. Right:
Marco helps the cheerleaders lead a cheer during a
break in action at a Thundering Herd basketball game.
“They’re already champions,” Dunn said. “The whole
time they are in public they don’t think of themselves but
of Marshall. Whether they’re cheering for football, volley-
ball, basketball or in competition, they put Marshall
University first.”
Now that competition is over, the cheerleaders are
back to work. The new members of the 2008-2009 team
have been out in public, making visits and promoting the
university, in addition to cheering at Herd football games.
Dunn said there is no off-season anymore.
“Being a Marshall cheerleader isn’t just about cheering
the team on,” Dunn said. “It’s about getting the fans to be
a part of the game. I tell our kids that I want the fan sitting
in the top row to feel like he’s sitting in the front row. That’s
why we push the PR aspect so much. We want the fans to
feel that Marshall is their school and their team.”
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Tim Stephens is a freelance writer and
the Huntington area director for the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
The face of Marshall University is
one only a mother buffalo, and
maybe a few thousand Thundering
Herd fans, could love.
Marco, Marshall’s lovable mascot,
is a job too big for any one person.
In fact, three people manned the
furry costume last year. Claire Jones
spent half a season as Marco before
getting married and moving away.
Andrew Lowers and Ashley Barton
also served as Huntington’s favorite
buffalo on scholarship.
“Being Marco is one of the most
thankless jobs anyone can have,”
said Donna Dunn, Marshall’s cheer-
leading coach and the overseer of
Marco. “We had three really good
kids this year. It’s hot in that cos-
tume and it takes a lot of work, but
Marco definitely is the heart of
Marshall in my opinion.”
Playing Marco in August particu-
larly is difficult. The turf at Joan C.
Edwards Stadium has registered a
temperature of better than 110
degrees at times. Add to that the
bulky suit and the activity required to
keep 40,000 fans fired up, and the
level of fun can decrease dramatically.
Dunn, though, said Marco is
underrated in the eyes of the public.
“All it takes is for Marco to hold
up a sign to get the crowd going when
no one else can,” Dunn said.
“Marco is the face of our university.
Everything has Marco’s picture on it.”
Marco is a hit with fans, particu-
larly children who pet the costume
as if it is a real buffalo. Dunn said
she’s not surprised.
“People really respond to Marco,”
Dunn said. “People ask for Marco to
come for appearances. He’s in great
demand. That’s why we had to get
three people to be him. It’s a tough,
very demanding job.”
The face of
Marshall University
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Mark your calendar for the last week of January as
the MU Jazz Festival celebrates its 40th anniversary
in style with three days of events culminating with a
concert by Brazilian music legend Sergio Mendes.
m u s i c
40
MU Jazz Festival
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Anniversary0 th
Celebrates
eeping any event alive and active for four
decades is a major accomplishment and speaks
volumes about the people involved. Such is the
case with the Marshall University Jazz Festival which will celebrate
its 40th anniversary in style during the last week of January. To
mark the historic event, Brazilian jazz great Sergio Mendes will
serve as the featured guest artist when he winds up the festival on
Jan. 31, 2009.
According to Ed Bingham, director of jazz studies, MU’s Jazz
Festival brings many things to the Tri-State. “It has provided a great
venue for jazz performances here in Huntington. Through that
venue some of the greatest jazz performers in the world have come
through and performed for us and had personal interaction with
the students.”
K
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When Sergio Mendes performs at 8 p.m. Jan. 31, 2009,
at the Keith-Albee Theatre, he will join a long list of impor-
tant jazz artists who have performed as part of the MU
festival. Some of those artists include Art Pepper, Herbie
Mann, The Tommy Dorsey Orchestra with Buddy Morrow,
The Count Basie Orchestra, Bob Thompson, Arturo
Sandoval, and Paquito D’Rivera and the Dizzy Gillespie
All-Star Big Band.
Sergio Mendes was booked as part of the Marshall
Artists Series and his concert was a planned collaboration
between the Artists Series and MU’s Department of Music,
says Don Van Horn, dean of MU’s College of Fine Arts.
Despite the attention that big names bring to the event,
it is important to remember that the goal of the festival is
to provide learning experiences, Bingham says.
“The point of the festival from the beginning is to
bring in professional musicians to work with our college
students and regional high school students and give them
the chance to work together shoulder to shoulder,”
Bingham says.
Van Horn agrees. “The thing that is most impressive
about the jazz festival in the 14 years I have been here is the
quality of guest artists and clinicians that have been
brought in… the quality and the name recognition have
grown just about every year. I think along with that, it’s not
just name recognition, but the actual quality experience
the students take away has grown. It’s not just about bring-
ing in a big name. A big name does not guarantee that
students are going to get anything out of it. What the
faculty in the department of music has done, and they are
to be complimented on this, is they have worked very hard
to raise the profile of the guest artists brought in, but they
have been very attentive to finding people who will give the
students a quality experience.”
During the day on Jan. 29 through Jan. 31, the dozens of
high school jazz ensembles participating in the jazz
festival will meet and rehearse in the Jomie Jazz Center before
performing on stage at the Joan C. Edwards Playhouse for
Sergio Mendes and other professional musicians, Bingham
says. Since the state of West Virginia does not have an all-
state jazz band, Bingham says, the festival fills that void by
selecting the best young musicians from all the different
ensembles to form The Thundering Herd All-Stars.
“Those clinics are held throughout the day Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. At night, there are various kinds of
performances. Our university jazz ensemble will perform
Top: Marshall’s 12.0 Jazz Ensemble will perform in Europe this
summer. Middle: The 40th Anniversary Jazz Festival will be
dedicated to the late J.D. Folsom, the MU trumpet professor
who founded the event. Bottom: Members of Marshall’s 12.0
Jazz Ensemble perform in Huntington at Pullman Square.
PHOTO BY JENN PARSONS
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and our faculty jazz ensemble, Bluetrane, will perform.
They may invite other guest ensembles to come in,” Van
Horn says. “The all-star ensemble is put together by
picking the very best of the students from the different
bands. We put them together into a single ensemble and
the guest artists will work with them. The all-star ensemble
will perform at night.”
The 40th Anniversary Jazz Festival will be dedicated to
the late J.D. Folsom, the MU trumpet professor who
founded the event.
“He was visionary with what could be done trying to
promote jazz programs and jazz bands,” says Bingham. “He
formed jazz bands at MU. … He took something that
didn’t exist before and formed a jazz band and with short
funding brought in a lot of high school, professional, and
college bands and has had some very prominent jazz
performers here you wouldn’t expect with the kinds of
budgets that existed back then.”
To illustrate just how far the jazz program has come in
the past 40 years, the MU 12.0 Jazz Ensemble has been
invited to perform at three European music festivals,
including one in Montreux, Switzerland, in July 2009.
“We’ve put together two trips,” Van Horn says, “One
trip to send the students, and a second trip for friends and
alumni. We have developed an itinerary for this group of
alumni and friends to spend about 10 days in Europe. We
have included additional educational opportunities for
people on that tour. In addition, their presence is a tremen-
dous show of support to our students who will perform.”
People interested in participating in the trip for alumni
and friends or making a donation for the student trip are
encouraged to call Melanie Griffis, the director of develop-
ment for MU’s College of Fine Arts, at (304) 696-3686.
“What we are going to try to do is to encourage the kids
to do fundraising on their own,” Griffis says. “They will be
responsible for a portion of it. We are blessed with an
endowment for the jazz program and a certain amount can
go to it. There may be alumni who may want to make
donations specifically to help kids go and have this experi-
ence. It’s a great cultural opportunity for our students.”
MU Jazz Hits Europe
Sergio Mendes concert
to be held in January
Brazilian jazz great Sergio Mendes performs at 8 p.m.
Jan. 31, 2009, as part of the Marshall Artists Series and the
MU Jazz Festival’s 40th anniversary. The performance by
Sergio Mendes is sponsored by The Law Office of Doug
Reynolds, The MU Department of Music, American
Babbitt Bearing, Pritchard Electric, Chapman Printing
and First Sentry Bank. For information on the concert,
contact the Marshall Artists Series at (304) 696-3326 from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.
Left: Brazilian legend Sergio Mendes will be the featured guest
artist at the 40th Annual MU Jazz Festival. Top: The MU Jazz
Band will be performing in Europe in July.
John Gillispie is a 1988 graduate of Marshall University and the
public relations director for the Huntington Museum of Art.
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For more information on the Team Up and Partner Up programs, please call (304) 529-4482 or visit our website at www.hit-center.com.
The HIT Center is now
offering Team Up and
Partner Up programs.
Using aTEAM approach to fitness.
The HIT Center • 2240 Fifth Ave., Suite 101 • Huntington, WV 25703 • (304) 529-4482
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Marshall Medicine
comes to Honduras
The scen
ery of Ho
nduras m
ight be r
eminiscen
t of Wes
t Virginia
, but sta
rk differe
nces in l
iving con
ditions
changed
forever th
e Marsha
ll medica
l student
s who wo
rked a w
eek there
this summ
er throug
h the Glo
bal
Medical B
rigades p
rogram. “
It’s very h
umbling t
o see how
people liv
e there, t
hen come
back and
see what
we
have here
,” said Gr
egory Bur
g. Sydnee
McElroy w
as moved
by the “a
mazing ca
re” a fam
ily provide
s at home
to
an uncle
after a st
roke. “He
had the c
leanest b
edsore I h
ad ever s
een, but o
ne of the
worst,” s
he said. “
In the
U.S., he w
ould have
been imm
ediately h
ospitalize
d and ma
ybe in int
ensive ca
re.” Inste
ad, he ge
ts loving
care
at home -
- with its
nine peop
le and thr
ee beds.
The Dr. Paul W. Ambrose Memorial Fund allows
Marshall University Medical School students to share
their time and talent with the people of Honduras...
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The Marshall team had a chance to leave its mark in the vicinity of Nuevo
Paraiso as well -- literally as well as medically. Painted by Kimberly Becher
with a Q-tip, this large stone joins those of other visiting school teams as a
long-term reminder of Marshall students’ presence.
Recollections and photos courtesy of
Marshall University medical students
“It’s very humbling to see
how people live there,
then come back and see
what we have here.”
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Backed
up by a
physicia
n, stude
nts like
fourth-ye
ar Ryan
Brislin h
elped tre
at
people’s
general
health p
roblems:
colds, m
inor infe
ctions, a
llergies
and para
-
sites. Pr
oblems s
uch as h
ypertens
ion were
a specia
l challen
ge beca
use the
locally a
vailable
medicine
s differ f
rom thos
e commo
n in the
United S
tates.
Kathryn Turley, Jen Riley and Susan Lopata take a rare quiet moment with chil-
dren at a local orphanage. The youngsters were far less interested in their
guests’ medical knowledge than in their suitability as strong backs for vigor-
ous -- VERY vigorous! -- piggyback sports.
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Seventee
n Marsha
ll medical
students
made the
trip, along
with Dr. R
ichard Cr
espo and
four other
s. Underw
riting the
trip was t
he Dr. Pau
l
W. Ambro
se Memo
rial Fund,
which hon
ors the yo
ung Mars
hall medi
cal alumn
us whose
big vision
-- and big
ger heart
-- were st
illed in th
e
9/11 terr
orist atta
ck on the
Pentagon
. In prese
nting a b
ook abou
t their tri
p to Paul
’s parent
s, Dr. Ken
neth and
Sharon A
mbrose, t
rip
organizer
Megan Th
omas tha
nked them
“for givin
g us a pie
ce of Pau
l’s heart.
”
Underwriting the trip was the Dr. Paul W. Ambrose Memorial
Fund, which honors the young Marshall medical alumnus
whose big vision – and bigger heart – were stilled in the
9/11 terrorist attack on the Pentagon.
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Hundred
s of peo
ple walk
ed long
distance
s and w
aited in
the hot
sun for t
he
students
’ aid. On
one clini
c day, an
intereste
d 12-yea
r-old girl
came ba
ck to
sit with
the Esp
anol-cha
llenged
Kimberly
Becher
and beg
an trans
lating.
“I got to
teach he
r a few t
hings; sh
e taught
me a lot
,” the M
U studen
t said.
With an eye toward prevention, students used a Global Medical Brigades
plan to build a prototype smokeless stove that improves air quality
in homes. “We want to treat the root cause, not just symptoms,” one
student explained.
Students traveled light for the trip – except for medicine, that is. Much of
their luggage space was filled with thousands of containers of medications
and vitamins to give to the patients they saw. Sorting the mountain of
medicine into take-home bags was a full-day job.
b o a r d m e m b e r
Although she grew up in the
nor the rn panhand le o f the
Mountain State, Letitia “Tish”
Chafin is deep-rooted in southern
West Virginia, thanks to a successful
law practice and as a member
of Marshall University’s Board
of Governors.
She lived in the Ohio River
Valley steel town of Weirton, where
her father worked at Weirton Steel.
She graduated from Brooke High
School, one of the state’s first
consolidated schools, in 1982.
After graduation she first attend-
ed West Virginia University for her
freshman year. “That is where the
vast majority of everybody I graduat-
ed with went to college.”
Then in her sophomore year she
decided to venture out on her
own and transferred to Marshall
University in Huntington.
She graduated from MU in 1986
with a degree in marketing. Chafin
then hit the workforce selling
computers to state governments
with NCR. She was based in
Charleston, but her territory includ-
ed the eastern part of the United
Letitia “Tish”
Chafin
Board of Governors member
Tish Chafin sees a bright future
for Marshall University
Article by Kyle Lovern
Photo by David E. Fattaleh
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States, concentrating on West Virginia. Chafin did that
for seven years, but after NCR decided to close the
Charleston office, she wasn’t “too keen on leaving the
state.” So Chafin decided to go to law school at West
Virginia University, where she graduated in 1996.
Now married to State Senator H. Truman Chafin,
D-Mingo County, and a mother of two young daughters,
she holds down their law office in Williamson, especially
when her husband is busy with the legislative sessions.
“Most of our practice is in southern West Virginia,” she
says, “but we are also licensed to practice law in the state
of Kentucky.”
Of course juggling her busy schedule as an attorney, a
mother and being the member of several organizations,
Chafin does not have as much time as she used to.
She and the senator have two daughters, Carah, 8, and
Carly, 5, as well as her step-daughter, Lizzie, 16, who
spends a lot of time with the family. “Carah is a rabid
Thundering Herd fan,” Chafin says, smiling.
At one point Chafin was an avid skier, hitting the
slopes of Snowshoe and Silver Creek. At one time, she was
a member of the Ski Patrol at Snowshoe.
Her main hobby now is riding the Harley Davidson
motorcycle she and her husband purchased. They also
have an electric car that they use to drive around
Kyle Lovern is the Editor of the Logan Standard in Logan, W.Va.
“Marshall has had a positive impact on West
Virginia. The school has a lot to offer. There
is so much construction going on now. The
new engineering lab, new dormitories, new
health & recreation complex... ”
– Tish Chafin, V.P. of the State Bar Association
Charleston. And yes, she carries an extension cord in the
car with her. She hasn’t had any trouble plugging in when
she parks to recharge the vehicle.
Chafin was first appointed to Marshall’s Board of
Governors in 2005 by former governor Bob Wise. She
was recently reappointed by Gov. Joe Manchin for
another term.
Chafin is also the current vice president of the State Bar
Association. From that office she will become the
president-elect and in 2010 she will serve as president of
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that organization. This is something of which she is
obviously proud.
“I’m only the fourth woman to hold that position and
the third person from Mingo County,” Chafin says. “This
is a great honor.”
As for her time on the MU board, she states that it is a
“great opportunity to give back to the university.”
“It’s been a great experience for me,” Chafin says
from her Williamson office. “I’ve met a wealth of talented
people on the board.”
“It’s a lot of work and we take our job seriously,” she
adds. Chafin serves on the Academic Committee,
something she feels strongly about.
“Marshall has a great staff and we’re lucky to have
President Stephen Kopp,” Chafin says.
She is pleased with the academic programs at MU and
the current recruitment of students, who are coming from
all over the U.S.
Chafin sees a bright future for Marshall. “There is so
much construction going on now. The new engineering
lab, new dormitories, new health & recreation com-
plex…and the med school is fabulous,” she says. She also
mentions the new Robert C. Byrd Biotechnology Science
Center and other progressive strides the school has made
in the past five years.
“Marshall has had a positive impact on West Virginia,”
Chafin stresses. “The school has a lot to offer.”
She feels strongly that MU has helped and will contin-
ue to help improve the economic development of the state.
She says that by serving on the Board of Governors you
can really make a difference. “They just don’t want follow-
ers, they will listen to you and respect your opinions.”
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iving apart from family. Getting along with a roommate. Finding books in the library. The challenges con-
fronting college freshmen extend beyond term papers and midterms.
For students who lack the skills and resources to help them cope effectively, those challenges can turn into
obstacles that prevent them from graduating. Marshall is one of a number of colleges offering programs to
increase the likelihood of freshmen completing their college education. While many of these programs have exist-
ed for years, the university has recently collected them as parts of a comprehensive First Year Experience Program.
“The First Year Experience helps with the transition between high school and college so students can smoothly make
that jump into everything that’s expected of them…being an adult. Being independent…taking on more rigorous academ-
ic courses,” says Michelle Duncan, Director of University College. “If we provide a really solid First Year Experience, then
students can have the skills they need to progress to graduation and beyond.”
Marshall’s First Year Experience Program begins when students arrive for orientation the summer before they begin
classes, and continues to offer opportunities throughout the year. One goal all its components share is helping freshmen
build connections to the Marshall and Huntington communities, as well as to one another. Research shows those connec-
tions are an important reason why students stay at a college to graduate.
Freshman Convocation, held the Sunday before classes begin each fall, provides a visible example of those connections.
The freshman class, faculty, and administrators gather on campus and are led by the Marshall Fife and Drum Corps through
downtown Huntington to the Keith-Albee Performing Arts Center for the convocation program.
“There’s something symbolic about that walk downtown,” says Dr. Frances Hensley, Associate Vice President for
Academic Affairs. “There’s something exciting about that gathering of the freshman class. It sets them apart, and they quick-
L
article by Molly McClennen • photography by Rick Haye
Marsha l l ’s
1
Marshall’s comprehensive freshman program helps new
students successfully transition from high school to college.
st YEAR
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ly come to think of themselves as part of a community.”
Marshall’s new First Year Freshman Residence Halls
provide another opportunity for freshmen to forge connec-
tions. All students living in the halls will be freshmen,
which provides them with plenty of opportunities to build
friendships with their peers and for the university to target
support services and programs directly to freshman
students. The university plans to offer tutoring, academic
advising, informal presentations by faculty, and classes
inside the halls.
Marshall is also beginning a pilot Faculty in Residence
Program, which provides apartments within the halls for
faculty members. “The idea is that the students are able to
have a faculty relationship outside of the classroom. The
students see the faculty member as an approachable
person, a person who may have on jeans and a t-shirt and
eat in the dining hall with them,” says Hensley.
Another component of the First Year Experience is
One Book Marshall, which requires all incoming
freshmen to read a common book. This year’s selection is
The Things They Carried, by Tim O’Brien. The book
serves as a theme for events that take place throughout the
year, including a visit during the 2008 Freshman
Convocation from O’Brien.
“The purpose of One Book is for students to have a
common experience,” says Duncan. When they come to
Marshall, they might not know the people who live next
door to them or the person next to them in class, but it will
be easier for them to strike up a conversation: ‘Hey, did
you read the book?’”
Freshman Kristen McKinney first heard about One
Book Marshall while still in high school when friends who
were entering Marshall read last year’s book, Jeannette
Walls’ The Glass Castle. “We are all from different
schools. There’s not a real set curriculum for all the high
schools, and because we are all from different places [and]
we’re all doing different majors … we need some common
ground. The book is a good way to do that,” she says.
The process of selecting the 2008 One Book began
with a campus-wide request for students, faculty, and staff
to submit nominations. The One Book Marshall
Committee narrowed the nominations, with members
reading the four finalists over winter break before making
a final selection. Sophomore Taylor Brown was one of five
students who served on the committee. “This is not some
arbitrary classic that you are forced to read in high school
and you don’t understand. We tried to pick a mainstream
book that is popular and has relevance to what’s happen-
ing at the time,” she says. Regarding her own experience
reading the One Book as a freshman, Brown says, “It was
astonishing to me how many people actually did read the
book. There were groups within our freshman class on
Facebook dedicated to discussing that book.”
Formal discussions of the One Book are held in UNI 101,
a required class for all freshmen that introduces
students to the skills they need to succeed at Marshall. UNI
101 classes are small, allowing students to feel comfortable
participating in discussions and getting to know their instruc-
Above: University officials have gone to great lengths to ensure that incoming freshmen have the
best college experience possible. Right: The “One Book” for this year is Tim O’Brien’s “The Things
They Carried,” which is part of the required reading for UNI 101.
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Molly McClennen is a freelance
writer living in Huntington.
tor. “If they have a discussion in UNI
and they’re comfortable, the hope is
that comfort level will spill over into
their other classes. If they see their
UNI instructor as an approachable
person, the hope is that they will also
begin to see their other instructors as
approachable, that they’ll gain a level
of comfort in their UNI class that will
spill over into other aspects of their
academic experience,” says Hensley.
All sections of UNI 101 address
six required topics: time manage-
ment, library use, student support
services, university policies, career
planning, and One Book. Instructors
are given freedom to choose other
topics for the semester, based on
what they believe will benefit their
students. UNI instructors must be
full-time employees of the university
and hold at least a master’s degree.
“The idea is to have someone who
will be around to see a UNI class
through to graduation and be a con-
tinuing contact person and mentor
for those students,” says Hensley.
Par t ic ipat ing in Freshman
Convocation, living in the First Year
Freshman Residence Halls, dis-
cussing the One Book with friends,
and taking UNI 101 are experiences
that are likely to have a lot of fun
associated with them. But the goal of
the First Year Experience Program is
a serious part of Marshall’s mission:
making sure all students have the
resources they need to complete
their education. Hensley says, “The
aspiration is to retain 100% of our
freshman students. I know that is
never possible because there are
always things beyond our control,
but there are things we can influ-
ence, and we are making a commit-
ment to the students to help them in
their own progress.”
http://www.marshall.edu/cofa/jazztrip/
Sound like something you’d enjoy? For more information, please mail this form to
Melanie Griffis, 161 Smith Hall, One John Marshall Drive, Huntington, WV 25755. You
can also contact Ms. Griffis at 304-696-3686 or via email at griffism@marshall.edu.
Name ____________________________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________________________
Number of travelers ________________________________________________________________
Phone ____________________________________________________________________________
Email _____________________________________________________________________________
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ever
a message from
Nancy E. Campbell
MUAA National President
Class of 1979
GREEN
Visit our Web site today:
www.marshall.edu/alumni/
Marshall University Homecoming 2008
On behalf of the Alumni Association board, I would like to invite you to
join us for the Homecoming festivities on Nov. 15. This promises to be a great
day and, as always, we have an eventful week planned leading up to the
Saturday parade and football game against the University of Central Florida
Knights. Check out everything going on, come back, relax and enjoy a great
time at Marshall. We look forward to welcoming you back.
The theme for the Homecoming parade is GO GREEN … GO HERD.
This is a simple phrase that has gained much attention over the past several
years as we have all become environmentally conscious. GO GREEN… GO
HERD brings a whole different meaning to the phrase GO GREEN.
And when you come back, set aside some extra time to tour the
Huntington campus. The growth that continues to take place is amazing.
There are great things happening, including the new Engineering
Laboratories building, dedicated in August. There is a lot of new student
housing completed for this fall and the new exercise facility will be ready to
go next spring. And my favorite, the new Erickson Alumni Center and
Marshall University Foundation Hall, is underway! This campus is not just
Old Main, so if you have not been back recently, don't forget your map and
walking shoes because the campus is growing.
Our Alumni Association is growing, too. As a board, we took the momen-
tous step of voting to incorporate as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation. This
is a huge step forward for us as an organization. We are now the Marshall
University Alumni Association Inc. This will allow us to grow as an organiza-
tion and to be in a better position to handle the needs of our clubs and
their members.
Remember, I hope to see you at Homecoming on Nov. 15. Please stop me
to say "hi."
Nancy E. Campbell
E-mail: nancy.campbel@marshall.edu
Alumni Calendar
Save these Dates!
Please watch for details of the following Alumni
Association events!
Beaming with Pride—Join us on Friday, Oct. 31 at
3p.m. for the Beaming Ceremony, as we sign a
beam that will be placed in the steel structure of
the new Erickson Alumni Center and The Marshall
University Foundation Hall. Ceremony will take
place at the John Marshall Statue, One John
Marshall Drive.
Homecoming—The Herd clashes with the University
of Central Florida Knights November 15.
Alumni Reunion Weekend—Class of 1959 and the
Grand Class (those graduating before 1959),
Friday and Saturday, April 24 and 25, 2009. For
information about reunions and reunion committee
meetings, contact the alumni relations office at the
numbers below.
A number of fraternities and sororities are planning
reunions this fall, including Sigma Sigma Sigma,
Alpha Sigma Alpha and Zeta Beta Tau. Information
about these events will be posted on the online
MUAA Calendar.
CLUBS & CONSTITUENCIES
Club events scheduled for 2008 include a number
of tailgate and game-watching parties. Please check
the club pages at www.marshall.edu/alumni
/clubs.asp to see if there is an event in your area.
If you are interested in helping with events or start-
ing a club in your area, please contact the alumni
relations office at the numbers below.
For the most current information about all alumni
events, visit www.marshall.edu/alumni.
Information is also available from the Alumni
Relations office: (304) 696-2901 or (800) 682-5869,
or you may e-mai l a lumni@marshal l .edu
with questions.
Tish Littlehales, Director of Alumni Relations
Nancy Pelphrey, Coordinator of Alumni Programs
Jenny Drastura, Alumni Editor/Web Administrator
Jonathan Sutton, Project Representative
Benjamin Wooten, Graduate Assistant
Alumni Relations Staff
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Marshall University Homecoming 2008
November 10-15
This year the Herd hopes to conquer the Central Florida
Knights in a Homecoming victory November 15 at 4:30 p.m. in
the Joan C. Edwards Stadium. Following are some of the exciting
events occurring during Homecoming week.
This year Homecoming is graciously sponsored by Bank of
America, Liberty Mutual and the Marshall University Bookstore
Monday:
Office Decorations. Employees are asked to decorate their
offices to promote Homecoming 2008, using the theme, Go
Green...Go Herd! Prizes will be awarded at the Coaches Breakfast
Friday morning.
Thursday:
The Naming of the Homecoming Court will be in the lobby
of the Memorial Student Center at noon.
Office Decoration Judging will begin at 1 p.m.
Friday—Green & White Day:
The first official Alumni Association event of Homecoming
weekend is the Coaches Breakfast at the Erickson Alumni
Center. This live radio broadcast lets those present as well as radio
listeners get to know the coaches a little better. The DAWG, 93.7
FM, will start broadcasting at 6 a.m.; the coaches will join us
throughout the morning.
Noon—Memorial Fountain Ceremony. The fountain will be
turned off at the Memorial Student Center in remembrance of the
1970 plane disaster. CNN correspondent and Homecoming
Grand Marshal Joe Johns will speak at the ceremony.
On Friday night fly like an eagle and attend a great
Homecoming concer t
featuring the Steve Miller
Band Live! at the Big Sandy
Superstore arena in down-
town Huntington! Tickets
are available to the general
public at the arena box
office, (304) 523-5757, and
at all Ticketmaster locations
for $55 and $45 plus
applicable fees. The concert
i s s p o n s o r e d b y t h e
Marshall University Alumni
Association and the Student
Activities Programming
Board.
Saturday:
The Homecoming Parade, GO GREEN…GO HERD!,
sponsored by the Student Government Association, begins at
noon downtown at the Big Sandy
Superstore Arena and ends at the
Joan C. Edwards Stadium. Join
Marco, the Marshall cheerleaders,
the Marching Thunder and some
special dignitaries as we get ready
for the Homecoming football
game against Central Florida.
Come see how the floats and
bands celebrate GREEN through
awareness of our environment as
well as awareness of our great uni-
versity! This year’s Grand Marshal
will be CNN correspondent Joe
Johns (BA'80). Johns is based in
the network's Washington, D.C.,
bureau. He joined CNN as a congressional correspondent in
January 2004 after covering Capitol Hill for NBC News for
more than 10 years. He reports on government accountability,
waste and fraud for Anderson Cooper 360° and other programs
throughout the network.
Then...
Join the MU Alumni Association prior to the game for Lunch
Under the Tent at the corner of Fifth Avenue and 19th Street.
Great location to watch the parade. Tailgate to begin at 1 p.m.
Tickets $10 per person; please call 304-696-2901 for reservations
A spirit-building Memorial Walk by members of the
Thundering Herd football team will begin 2 hours before kickoff
from the Cam Henderson Center to the Stadium.
MU vs. University of Central Florida, Kickoff 4:30 p.m.
The Step Show, sponsored by the National Pan-Hellenic
Council, will be held on Saturday after the game. Show begins at
8p.m. at the Jean Carlo Stephenson Auditorium in Huntington
City Hall, at the corner of 5th Avenue and 8th Street. Tickets are
$15. Please call (304) 696-2283.
Joe Johns, CNN correspondent.
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Submit a Nomination for the
2009 Alumni Awards
The Alumni Association proudly recognizes achievements of distinguished alumni, friends and students by presenting awards at its
annual AlumniWeekend Banquet. Past honorees have included outstanding educators, successful business people, prominent scien-
tists, sports and entertainment personalities and ordinary people with extraordinary devotion to Marshall.
The Awards Committee makes its decision based on nominations received before November 14, 2008. Nominations received
after that date will be considered for 2010.
The nominee must be able to attend the Alumni Weekend Awards Banquet on April 25, 2009, if he/she wins.
CATEGORIES:
Distinguished Alumnus/Alumna—Given to Marshall alumni for outstanding national achievements in their particular
fields of endeavor.
Alumnus/Alumna Community Achievement—Given to alumni for success in their particular fields of endeavor and
personal contribution to their respective communities. (A Marshall alumnus/alumna is any former student who has received
academic credit at Marshall University and whose class has graduated).
Distinguished Service—Given for loyal and unselfish service to Marshall.This award is NOT limited to Marshall alumni.
MUAA Board Member of the Year—Must be successful in promoting the association’s vision statement among students,
alumni and friends; promote the association’s core values; and work to move the association to the next level by bringing in new ideas.
The Young Alumni Award—Presented to an alum who is 35 years old or younger; an active member of the Alumni Association;
shows outstanding achievement in their field of endeavor; has a personal commitment to their community; and demonstrates service
to the Marshall University and its students.This award is not open to members of the MUAA board.
The Dr. Carolyn B. Hunter Faculty Service Award—established to recognize contributions and to provide incentives for
continued service from faculty to the community, the university and students in their respective field.
For a list of past award winners, go to www.marshall.edu/alumni/nominate.asp.
If you would like to submit the name of an individual you believe is qualified as a nominee for one of the awards, please complete this
form and get it to us by November 14, 2008. TheAwards Committee will review the qualifications of nominees and select the recipients.
Award winners will be asked to submit a number of photos for a video presentation during the Awards Banquet. Please make sure the
nominee would be willing to submit these photos within two weeks after notification of having won the award.
Please include the following to support your nomination in order to provide the selection committee with as much information as possible.
Each award winner must be able to accept the award in person at the Alumni Awards dinner.
1.An explanation of how your candidate fulfills the criteria for the award category for which he/she has been nominated;
2.The nominees’ vita/résumé, including career highlights, volunteerism, honors and awards, community service, professional
organizations, publications, etc.;
3. Letters of nomination detailing personal knowledge of the candidate and his/her personal and professional
achievements; and
4. Other supporting documentation, such as copies of magazine and newspaper articles.
I hereby nominate the following person for _________________________________________________________________
Name_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Address___________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone _________________________________________ Business/Occupation____________________________________
E-mail _____________________________________________________________________________________________
My name___________________________________________________________________________________________
My address_________________________________________________________________________________________
My phone__________________________________________________________________________________________
My e-mail__________________________________________________________________________________________
Please send with the above documentation to:
Alumni Awards Nominations
Marshall University Alumni Association
One John Marshall Drive
Huntington,WV 25755
Liberty Mutual Insurance
The nation’s eighth-largest auto and home
insurer makes more than 90,000 Marshall
alumni instantly eligible to receive an
additional discount – up to 15 percent on auto and 5 percent on
homeowners insurance. Discounts are available where state law and
regulations allow, and may vary by state.
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Join in some Online Community Fun!
Visit www.marshall.edu/alumni/alumninews.asp if you...
…have a photo of your baby or pet in Marshall gear.
…have a photo of yourself in Herd gear from
a famous (or infamous) landmark. (MU gear must be
prominent.)
…have a story about being spotted in your Marshall gear.
… have a Marshall Theme Room.
Be sure to visit the site to see what other MU fans have
been up to.
MUAA Vanity Plate (open to non-alumni also)
License plates issued by the state of West
Virginia feature the official Marshall University
athletic logo, with its stylized "M" and graphic
buffalo set above the "M." The bottom of the new plate features the
"Marshall University" word mark, lettered in Marshall green.
GradMed short-term health insurance
GradMed short-term health insurance can
protect you during those critical weeks or
months until you have arranged for cover-
age through a new employer or other sources – from 30 to 180 days.
Enterprise Rent-a-Car
Enterprise Rent-a-Car. With this partner-
ship, active alumni will be given the opportunity to rent cars from
Enterprise at a reduced rate.
The Bank of America® Credit Card
with Worldpoints® Rewards
The WorldPoints® card is the only
credit card that supports Marshall
University and earns points towards cash back, air travel, merchandise
and more - all with no annual fee and a low annual percentage rate!
Learn more or apply online today for the Marshall University
WorldPoints™ Platinum Plus® MasterCard® Credit Card.
Please continue your support of the Marshall University
Alumni Association by doing business with our Marketplace and
Affinity Partners. For more information, go to our web site at
www.marshall.edu/alumni/marketplace.asp, or call us at (304) 696-2901 or
(800) 682-5869. And, keep checking back to see what new
benefits we have to offer.
By presenting your active Alumni Association membership card to these
businesses, you will receive a discount as noted by each participant. These
offers are designed to bring added value to your membership in the Alumni
Association and to thank you for your support.
The Marshall Hall of Fame Café at 857 Third Avenue in Huntington
offers a 15 percent discount on food, drinks (excluding alcoholic bever-
ages) and merchandise at the Café Gift Shop.
Stadium Bookstore, 1949 Fifth Avenue, offers alumni a 15 percent
discount on purchases (excluding books).
Marketplace and Affinity Partners
Marshall Alumni Association
GOHERD
Join the 34,000 other alumni who are
benefiting from the Alumni Association Online
Community and…
• Receive our monthly e-newsletter;
• Update your alumni record;
• Get a permanent forwarding e-mail address;
• Search the database for other alumni and
friends;
• View or post Class Notes;
• Check out our Photo Galleries of alumni
events and other fun things;
• Find products and services advertised in our
Yellow Pages;
• Upload your resume as part of your alumni
profile;
• Find other alumni and friends through
Social Networking.
How to register for the online community:
Go to www.marshall.edu/alumni,
click on the MUAA Online
Community bar and follow
the simple steps.
Please register today!
Marco is
looking for you!
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CALIFORNIA
Southern California Club
Representative: Suzanne Cogar '90
Phone: (714) 914-9204
E-mail: suzcogar@aol.com
FLORIDA
Central Florida Club
We are interested in forming a club
in the Central
Florida area. If you are interested in
participating,
please contact us at alumni@mar-
shall.edu.
Jacksonville, Florida Club
President: Kisha Pruitt
Phone: (904) 234-6914
E-mail: kisha94@gmail.com
Palm Beach, Florida Club
President: William "Pete" Abrams '50
Home: (561) 747-4968
E-mail: williamabrams@hotmail.com
Sarasota/Bradenton Club
President: Alan H. Silva '67
Business: (941) 366-0012
E-mail: asilva@GunnAllen.com
South Florida Club
Representative: Becky Thacker
Phone: (954) 566-4468
Southwest Florida Club
President: Glenn O. Kouns '78
Home: (239) 275-8908
E-mail: GKouns@aol.com
Tampa/St. Petersburg Club
President: Mary Elam '86
Home: (727) 584-5795
Work: (727) 409-4787
E-mail: MEL10722@aol.com
GEORGIA
Atlanta, Georgia Club
President: John Gilmore '95, '98
Home: (770) 378-0794
Email: Gil@AtlantaHerd.com
www.AtlantaHerd.com (external link)
KENTUCKY
Bluegrass (Lexington) Alumni Club
President: Charlie Bryant
Home: (859) 455-7470
E-mail: cbryant@libertyagency.com
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky Club
Please see entry under Ohio.
MARYLAND
Baltimore, Maryland Club
President: Tom Ellis
Phone: (410) 256-7363
E-mail: tellis89@comcast.net
MISSOURI
St. Louis, Missouri Club
Representative: Ryan Goodwin '00
E-mail: rgoodwin@meridian-
bankusa.com
NEW YORK
New York City Game Watching Club
Representative: Eric Jones
E-mail: e_jones@mac.com
NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte, North Carolina Club
President: Mark Via '00
Home: (704) 948-9979
Business: (704) 333-4446
E-mail: dmvia@aol.com
Raleigh/Durham Club
President: Kerri Barnhart '97
Home: (919) 749-3375
E-mail: kerri.barnhart@gmail.com
www.geocities.com/marshalltrian-
gle/index.html (external link)
Wilmington, North Carolina Club
President: Mike Kincaid '68
Home: (910) 371-1579
E-mail: mikek1945@yahoo.com
OHIO
Central Ohio Club
Co-presidents: Alan Lewis '92 &
Jackie Lewis '94
Phone: (740) 881-6541
E-mail:
CentralOHMUClub@aol.com
www.CentralOhioMUClub.com
(external link)
Greater Cincinnati/Northern
Kentucky Club
President: Rex Johnson
Cell: (513) 659-6948
E-mail: rexbroker@yahoo.com
http://www.muclubcincy.com
(external link)
Northeast Ohio Club
President: Bob Frum '50
Home: (330) 482-2301
E-mail: herdfan@sbcglobal.net
Tri-Counties Club
Mason (W.Va.) and Gallia and
Meigs (Ohio)
Please see listing under West
Virginia
PENNSYLVANIA
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Club
Representative: David Mueller '79
Phone: (412) 833-6652
E-mail:
david_mueller@herdalum.org
SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston, South Carolina Club
President: Shannon M. Grice '05
Cell: (843) 312-0795
E-mail: gazley1@marshall.edu
Hilton Head, South Carolina Club
Representative: Dan Evans '63
Home: (843) 681-5593
E-mail: Devans0341@hargray.com
TEXAS
Dallas,/Fort Worth Club
President: Ron Cohen '66
Home: (972) 387-0108, Ext. 33
E-mail: inland@juno.com
Houston, Texas Club
President: Cathy Richards
Ambridge '74
Home: (281) 586-9570
E-mail: forbridges@aol.com
VIRGINIA
Richmond, Virginia Club
President: Ned Vinson '00
Cell: (804) 301-1202
E-mail: nedvinson1@yahoo.com
www.richmondherdfans.com (exter-
nal link)
Roanoke, Virginia Club
President: Frankie Jones
Home: (304) 634-3478
E-mail: jones.frankie@gmail.com
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Greater Washington, D.C. Club
President: Pete Catucci '01
Phone: (240) 498-0898
E-mail: petercatucci@hotmail.com
WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley, West Virginia Club
We are interested in forming a
club in the Beckley area. If you are
interested in participating, please
contact us at
alumni@marshall.edu.
Boone County Friends of
Marshall Club
President: Mark Music '92
Phone: (304) 369-5100
E-mail: musicdvm@suddenlink.net
Greater Kanawha Valley Club
President: Martha Hill '75
Home: (304) 744-5149
E-mail: mhill1975@hotmail.com
Greenbrier Valley Club
(Lewisburg)
President: Drew Kagan '70
Home: (304) 497-2010
E-mail: dkagan@wvdsl.net
Lincoln County Friends of
Marshall Club
President: Justin Blankenship '00
Home: (304) 824-2800
Work: (304) 347-4460
E-mail:
justin@justinblankenship.com
Logan, West Virginia Club
We are interested in forming a
club in the Logan area. If you are
interested in participating, please
contact us at alumni@marshall.edu.
Mid-Ohio Valley Club
President: Laurie A. Martin '87
Home: (304) 295-3071
E-mail: laurieamartin@hotmail.com
North Central West Virginia Club
Harrison, Monroe, Monongalia,
Taylor, Lewis, Doddridge,
Barbour, Upshur & Wetzel counties
President: Jane Caan
Home: (304) 842-2913
E-mail: tigger8046@msn.com
Putnam County Club
Representative: Rodney Crihfield '84
Cell Phone: (304) 552-1597
E-mail: MUHerd84@aol.com
River Cities Club (Huntington)
President: Mrs. Brandon "Brandy"
Roisman '76
Home: (740) 894-5603
E-mail: brandon.b.roisman@smith-
barney.com
Shenandoah Valley Club
President: Susan Munck ’76
Phone: (301) 687-0212
E-mail: herdforme@yahoo.com
Club E-mail: eastpanhandle.mar-
shallalumni@yahoo.com
http://geocities.com/eastpanhan-
dle.marshallalumni/ (external link)
Tri-County Club
Mason (W.Va.) and Gallia and
Meigs (Ohio)
President: Brad Sang '95
Home: (304) 675-8025
E-mail: herd1995@yahoo.com
Spotlight
s students in the Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine,
Warren Sayre and Mike White had visions of doing some
sort of volunteer ministry in medicine once they graduat-
ed. That dream eventually came true and the experience is
one they will never forget.
Mike, a physician in family practice and wound care in
Newberry, S.C., and his wife, Karin, would be the first to fulfill the
dream. Karin’s father had worked with the directors of an orphan-
age in Haiti on water wells. He learned that a medical doctor had
not been to the orphanage in several years. So, in February 2007,
Mike and Karin visited Bercy, Haiti, to lead a medical clinic.
“We loved every minute of it,” Mike said. “I had the opportu-
nity to examine the kids at Cabaret Baptist Children's Home and
then hold a 3-day medical clinic. A church is located on the same
grounds and a school is across the lane. Karin is a teacher, so she
helped with teacher training and also helped in the pharmacy.”
Mike, who works in the wound care field, was not prepared for
the number of injuries and wounds he would encounter. “I saw
malnutrition, starvation, worms, infections… as well as many
coughs and colds,” Mike said. “But the number of wounds from
fires, accidents, even one from a machete, was alarming.
“I am thankful to God that He led to me to wound care
medicine three years ago. As part of my work in South Carolina,
I was seeing many diabetic foot ulcers and wounds that would not
heal. A local wound care center was hiring and training MDs who
were interested in wound care, so I took the training.”
“Being in Haiti made me appreciate so much what we have here,”
Mike continued. “Steve Petrany, my preceptor in the Marshall pri-
mary care curriculum, had encouraged me to go to Ebenezer Clinic
while in medical school. This led to me going on a mission to
Honduras while in residency at Florida Hospital. This pushes
people to think outside of the local area and provide a way to help.
The experience would plant the seed that would guide us the rest of
our lives.”
The Whites have two girls, Lauren, 6, and Leanna, 9. Mike and
Karin are now processing the adoption of a son, Clifford, a 4-year
old Haitian with hip dysplasia whose mother has put up for
adoption so he can have the necessary surgery and care.
This summer Warren Sayre had the opportunity to join Mike in
Haiti. “Mike and I had kept in touch since graduating frommedical
school,” Warren said, “so when the opportunity came for me to go
back with him, I jumped at the chance. I’ve always enjoyed traveling
to different countries, and experiencing new cultures. I was excited
about hanging out with an old friend and using my medical skills
to try to bring hope to a desperate country.”
In June of this year the two former classmates were reunited.
They saw approximately 300 patients each of the three days the
Dr. Warren Sayre & Dr. Mike White
School of Medicine ’99
clinic was open. “Trips like this one to
Haiti reminded me of the reasons I
started down the road to a medical pro-
fession in the first place, to help people
and to share hope.”
Several faculty members made an impact on Warren while he
was in medical school. “Bob Walker, Steve Petrany and Mike
Gibbs each made an indelible mark on me. But probably one of
my most memorable experiences was spending time with Ross
Patton at his practice in Barboursville and traipsing through the
Ecuadorian jungle with him on a mission trip. He taught me
about connecting with the hearts of my patients. And, there’s a
special bond between people who have drank banana juice togeth-
er!”
Warren, a family practice doctor in Clinton, Tenn., and
managing partner in the Summit Medical Group, credits the
School of Medicine for his success. “Being from Cottageville, I
knew I wanted to go to medical school in West Virginia and I
knew I would choose a field in primary care,” he said. “After
researching Marshall and interviewing with them, it was a no
brainer. Marshall has one of the best family practice programs in
the country. I like the diversity of interests the faculty shared such
as travel medicine, wilderness medicine, rural health, etc.
Experiencing the Marshall primary care curriculum during my
third year of medical school definitely matured me as a physician.
But the single greatest accomplishment I made at Marshall was
talking my wife into marrying me. Having her by my side is defi-
nitely what makes me most successful!”
Warren and Angie Garrett Sayre, a 1997 Marshall graduate,
have three children, Elijah, 5; Benjamin, 3; and Lydia, 1.
The Web address for the orphanage is www.cabaretkids.
blogspot.com. The site has pictures from the doctors’ trips to Haiti.
Above: Mike White, far left, and Warren
Sayre help Haitian children at a local
clinic. Right: Future Herd fan Clifford
anxiously awaits adoption by Mike and
Karin White.
A
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Bringing hope and medicine to those less
fortunate in Haiti
A return to Haiti in 2008
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Ride with Pride
with a Marshall University
License PlateMarshall University license plates are current-ly available in West Virginia and Virginia.
In West Virginia, the price of the plate ranges
tentatively from $50.50 to $75 (and renewal at
$45 annually) depending on when your current
license plate expires. The plate numbers range
from 1001 to 9999. To request an application
and select your number, call Jonathan Sutton at
(304) 696-2901 or (800) 682-5869, or send an e-
mail to sutton11@marshall.edu.
In Virginia, check with your local DMV office
for more information and pricing.
We are in the final design stages and will
begin offering Marshall plates in Pennsylvania
and Maryland soon, so stay tuned for an
announcement.
The Marshall GO HERD plate (see photo)
may be purchased through the Office of Alumni
Relations. The cost of the plate is $25.
Nominate Your MUAA Board Members for 2009-2012
The Alumni Association is now accepting nominations for 10 positions on the MUAA Board of Directors.
The term of office is three years beginning July 1, 2009.
Qualifications are that a candidate:
• Must be an active member of the Alumni Association through an annual gift to The Marshall University Foundation Inc.;
• Be energetic and enthusiastic in support of the university and concerned with its growth and potential;
• Be available to attend two on-campus board meetings during the year; and
• Be willing to assist in his/her home area in promoting Marshall and the Alumni Association.
Nominations must be received in the Office of Alumni Relations by January 15, 2009.
Nominee’s Full Name
Address
Telephone
Reason for Nomination
Nominator’s Name
Address
Telephone
The MUAA Nomination and Election Committee will screen the nominations and select 10 for the ballot to run for the
director positions. Self nominations will be accepted.
Please send to: Alumni Board Nominations, Marshall University Alumni Association,
One John Marshall Drive, Huntington, WV 25755
Benefitting the Nate Ruffin Alumni Lounge
in the new Erickson Center
February 28 - March 5, 2009
Royal Caribbean, Navigator of the Seas
• 5-Night Western Caribbean Cruise from Ft. Lauderdale
• Group activities, onboard fun, relaxation, plus
beautiful Jamaica & Grand Cayman
• Space is going fast, don’t be left out
• Contact us today!
2009
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If they could see us now!
WMUL-FM has come a long way since this photo was
taken in the early sixties. Under the leadership of Dr.
Charles G. "Chuck" Bailey from 1985 to the present, the
station has won more than 800 national and regional
awards! That averages to more than 30 awards per year.
Almost 50 Years Ago
Left to right are: Dave Christy, Jim Young and Carl Nestmann.
WMUL-FM
Black Alumni
Celebration Cruise
Katrina May, YamaGogo Travel, (407) 963-3728
travelwithtrina@aol.com
Bernie Coston, MUBA President, (703) 889-7640
bernearl56@aol.com
Janis Winkfield, MUBA Vice President, (304) 416-0938
winkfiel@marshall.edu
www.marshall.edu/blackalumni/Cruise08.htm
Visit www.marshall.edu/lalumni for the latest in alumni news. 
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we finally had a home and the
importance of the alumni associ-
ation became more apparent.
The struggles to make the
Erickson Alumni Center a place
to house our alumni offices, host
events and be a destination was
not accomplished overnight, but
came about through the efforts
of many.
I would particularly like to
mention the dedication of three other colleagues I had the pleas-
ure to work with at the Erickson Alumni Center: Phyllis York,
Nancy Pelphrey and Jerry Schroyer. I’m truly indebted to them for
all they did to support me and the association. It is so thrilling to
see the association continue to grow in stature and importance
while watching as the new Alumni/Foundation Center emerges
from the efforts of many who dreamed of it for years. The center
will continue to strengthen the association and become the first
stop for alumni and friends as they return to Marshall.
I have bittersweet emotions as I look at the Erickson Alumni
Center as a temporary shell and aging beauty as we all await the
new center. The Erickson Alumni Center, in my opinion, allowed
the association to turn the corner and become a major player
within the university and be recognized as the important link to
the “outside.” I am honored to have been just a small part of the
association’s early years and someone who helped alumni and
friends reconnect with Marshall.
As director, I had the honor and privilege of meeting and
working with so many individuals who “bleed green,” whether
they were board members, club members or one of those Herd
faithful at the many, many pre-game receptions. It truly made all
those weekday, weekendmeetings/events all worthwhile. I have so
many fond memories and will cherish them forever.
I look with pride as the Alumni Association continues to
grow and play a more significant role in the development of the
university. You’ve come a long way baby, and I’m thrilled to have
been there for a portion of it.
Linda Holmes was the Alumni Association director for 14 years. She is
currently director of development and alumni affairs for the Marshall
University Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine.
This column is designed to give you the opportunity to share memories of your student days at Marshall College/University.
You can send your memory to Marshall Memories, MU Alumni Association, One John Marshall Dr., Huntington, WV 25755; or
e-mail alumni@marshall.edu.
The Marshall University Alumni Association,
July 1984 – May 1998
Marshall Memory by Linda S. Holmes, BA’74, MS’76
here is someone here to see you,” the secretary in the
Athletic Department announced in June of 1984.
This was my first encounter with Shirley Henson, my
new colleague from the Alumni Association. She
had come to give me my duties as I began my position of director
of alumni affairs on July 1. She handed me a “to do” list and said
there was more to come. That brief encounter began my wonder-
ful journey into becoming director of the Alumni Association and
one of the university’s main “friend raisers.”
I had been assistant director of athletics and head
volleyball coach. I was looking for a career change and did not
want to leave Marshall. My long love affair with Marshall had
started as a student and continued through my full-time employ-
ment. A number of my friends suggested this position would be a
good match for me. So with that encouragement, I applied. I
remember meeting with the selection committee around a table
in the Memorial Student Center – Phil Cline, Denise Welker,
Carol Vickers, Bill Heaberlin and others – and, finally,
Dr. Bernard Queen, the executive director of the Marshall
University Foundation, offering me the job. To this day, I have a
special fondness for Dr. Queen for his faith and confidence in me
to the lead the Alumni Association.
The association, at the time, was a quasi free-standing organi-
zation under the Marshall University Foundation Inc. It had been
nurtured and capably led by my predecessors, Dr. Everett Roush
and Karen Thomas. Dr. Roush was a mainstay at the alumni
office and a tremendous support person for me. Financial
resources were limited and the demands to grow the association
and get more alumni involved were continually increasing. My
staff and I were located on the second floor of the Memorial
Student Center. The staff included Shirley Henson, Mary
Abrams, Vickie Scites and Ethelene Holley, along with Susie
Peyton, a full-time employee in the communication office, who
wrote the Greenline, the main link with our alumni.
I’ve often thought how hidden the alumni office was then, and
how visitors had to find us tucked away in our three small, win-
dowless offices. That is why it was so important when Mr. Charlie
O. Erickson made a generous gift enabling the Marshall
University Foundation to purchase the Kincaid Mann Mortuary
and give the association a visible home for our alumni. Oh yes,
I’ve heard all the jokes about what the building once was and even
tagged myself the “mistress of the mortuary,” but in October 1990
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Earn College Credit Online
While Still in High School
Whether your goal is to get
Marshall University credit hours
while you are still in high school to
jumpstart your college career or
to gain new skills, Online College
Courses in the High Schools can
help you meet those goals!
As an online learner, you study at times that
are convenient for you. The courses you
take will follow a schedule, but there are
no "live" classes to attend. You choose
the location – home, public library, school –
wherever you have access to a computer on
the Internet.
Our online classes are not "electronic corre-
spondence courses." They will provide you
with the same high-quality instruction and
course content that you would expect in a
traditional classroom setting.
Enjoy your visit to our Online College
Courses in the High Schools site! We look
forward to having you as one of our online
students!
affordable
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flexible
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Get a jump start on your college career at www.marshall.edu/occhs
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construction equipment • mining machinery • agricultural equipment • oil field equipment
industrial machinery • waste disposal machinery • timber industry • heavy trucks
Permco Hydraulik AG
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pump on dump trucks around the world.
